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M VERMONT YANKEE
NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION

fY,e{tv rRD 5, Box 169, Ferry Road, Brattleboro, VT 05301
.

ENGINEERING OFFICEy
1671 WORCESTER ROADN

FR TMINGH AM, M ASSACHuSETTS 01701*

TELEPHONE 617 472-6100*

July 11, 1988

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attn Document Control Desk

References: a) License No. DPR-28 (Docket No. 50-271)
b) Letter, USNRC to All Licensees for Nuclear Power Plants

Holding an Operating License or a Construction Permit,
NVY 88-075, "NRC Bulletin No. 88-04: Potential Safety-
Related Pump Loss," dated 5/5/88

c) Letter, VYNPC to USNRC, FVY 87-34, "10CFR21 Notification,"

dated 3/20/87
d) Letter, Bingham to VYNPC, "New Minimum Flow Guidelines,"

dated 11/13/86 -

e) Report, BNL to USNRC, "Evaluation of a Cracked RHR Pump
Impeller from the Vermont Yankee Power Plant," dated
F >ruary 1988

f) Report, General Electric to VYNPC, EAS-04-0187, Revision 1,
"ECCS Minimum Flow Bypass Capacity Evaluation," May 1987

Dear Sir:

Subject: Vermont Yankee's Response to USNRC Bulletin No. 88-04:
"Potential Safety-Related Pump Loss"

By letter dated May 5, 1988 [ Reference b)], the NRC requested all licensees
to investigate and correct, as applicable, two minimum flow design concerns.
The first concern involves the potential for the dead-heading of one or more
pumps in safety-related systems that have a minimum flow line common to two or
more pumps or other piping configurations that do not preclude pump-to-pump
interaction during minimum flow operation. A second concern is whether or not
the installed minimum flow capacity is adequate for even a single pump in opera-
tion. The purpose of this letter is to provide, as Enclosure 1, Vermont
Yankee's response to each of the actions requested by the subject bulletin.

Enclosure 1 provides itemized responses to each of the subject bulletin j
action items, including Vermont Yankee's prior efforts regarding this subject,
as well as the current status and schedule for long-term resolution actions.
Vermont Yankee's long-term resolution actions include obtaining updated pump
vendor recommendations, reviewing existing procedures and incorporating
appropriate vendur guidance, and completing a flow calculation for RHR minimum
flow lines to verify that no adverse pump-to-pump interaction occurs. Our
schedule for completing these actions is September 1, 1988. In accordance with
Action Item 5 of the belletin, the results of these actions will be submitted

/g(!within 30 days of their completion. -
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
July 11, 1988
Page 2

We trust this letter and enclosure is responsive to the subject bulletin
request; however, should you have any questions or desire additional infor-
mation, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Very truly yours,

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION

-

Warren . Murp y
Vice President an

Manager of Operations

/dm
cc: USNRC Regional Administrator, Region I

USNRC Resident Inspector, VYNPC

STATE OF VERMONT)
)ss

WINDHAM COUNTY )

Thenpersonallyappearedbeforeme,WarrenP. Murphy,who,beingduly
sworn, did state that he is Vice President and Manager of Operations of Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation, that he is duly authorized to execute and file
the foregoing document in the name and on the behalf of Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Power Corporation and that the statements therein are true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.
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Dian'e M. McCue / Notary Public'

My Commission Expires Febr . 10, 1991
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ENCLOSURE 1-

VERMONT YANKEE'S RESPONSE TO NRC BULLETIN NO. 88-04:
"POTENTIAL SAFETY-RELATED PUMP LOSS"

.

SUMMARY

' Vermont Yankee's original design basis for sizing the minimum flow lines
for safety . elated systems was'to provide sufficient flow to avoid overheating
the pumps due to low flow. However, certain pump vendor's current guidelines
for minimum flow are based on avoiding hydraulic instability in addition to
avoiding pump overneating, leading to higher suggested minimum flow values than
those-used in the original design.

In addition, it has been postulated in USNRC Bulletin No. 88-04 that the
pump minimum flow rate could be reduced (possibly leading to a condition where
the pump is being run dead-headed) if there is a single minimum flow line for a
pair of pumps operating in parallel. If the pumps have different pump shut-off
heads, the pump with the higher shut-off head will deliver a greater flow rate.
If there is a significant difference between the shut-off heads, the pump with
the lower shut-off head may become dead-headed.

The Vermont Yankee systems within the scope of the subject bulletin are
listed in Table 1.

The following itemized responses provide Vermont Yankee's current status
and planned activity for each of the action items of the subject bulletin.

ITEM 1 Dulletin No. 88-04 requested each licensee to promptly determine
whether or not its facility has any safety-related system with a pump
and piping system configuration that does not preclude pump-to-pump
interaction during minimum flow operation and could, therefore, result
in dead-heading of one or more of the pumps.

Response

The Standby Liquid Control and Residual 'ieat Removal Systems are the only
safety-related systems at Vermont Yankee that have common
minimum flow / recirculation lines.

ITEM 2 The subject bulletin requested that each licensee, if the situation
described in Item 1 exists, evaluate the system for flow division
taking into consideration: a) the actual line and component re-
sistance for the as-built configuration of the identified system; b)
the head versus flow characteristics of the installed pumps, including
actual test data for "strong" weak pump flows; c) the effect of test
instrument error and reading error; and d) the worst case allowances
for deviation of pump test parameters as allowed by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME
Code), Section XI, Paragraph IWP-3100.
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Response

2.0 Standby Liquid Control

The two SLC pumps are positive displacement pumps. The two recirculation
lines have relief valves to allow full flow bypass into the common recir-
culation line. These pumps are not subject to adverse pump-to-pump
interaction because only one pump is normally operated at a time, and they
are positive displacement-type pumps. Therefore, the detailed flow divi-
sion evaluation outlined in Action Item 2 is not required for SLC.

2.1 Residual Heat Removal

The four RHR p'Jmps are centrifugal pumps. The RHR System is divided into
two trains with two pumps per train. Each train has its own minimum flow
recirculation line.

To eliainate the potential for adverse pump-to-pump interaction, the mini-
mum flow discharge lines are orificed in the individual pump discharge
lines before the junction between the two pipes, and the common line is a
larger diameter pipe than either of the two individual discharge lines. A
flow division calculation is being performed using as-built arrangement and
certified pump curve data (in accordance with Action Item 2) to confirm
that no adverse pump-to-pump interaction occurs. The results of this
calculation will be provided in accordance with the long-term corrective
action schedule specified in our response to Action Item 5, below.

ITEM 3 Each licensee is requested by the bulletin to evaluate the adequacy of
the minimum flow bypass lines for safety-related centrifugal pumps
with respect to damage resulting from operation and testing in the
minimum flow mode. This evaluation should include consideration of
the effects of cumulative operating hours in the minimum flow mode
over the lifetime of the plant and during the postulated scoident sce-
nario involving the largest time spent in this mode. The evaluation
should be based on best current estimates of potential pump damage
from operation of the specific pump models involved, derived from the
pertinent test data, and field experience on pump damage. The eva-
luation should also include verification from the pump suppliers that
current minimum flow rates (or any proposed modifications to minimum
flow systems) are sufficient to ensure that there will be no pump
damage from low flow operation. If the test data do not justify the
existing capacity of the bypass lines (e.g., if the data do not come
from flows comparable to the current capacity) or if the pump supplier
does not verify the adequacy of the current minimum flow capacity, the
licensee should provide a plan to obtain additional test data and/or
modify the minimum flow capacity as needed.

Response

3.0 Vermont Yankee operating experience has not resulted in any damage to pumps
identified in Table 1 when operating under the currently specified minimum
flow conditions.
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3.1 Residual Heat Removal and Core Spray

For the RHR System, the pump manufacturer recommends a minimum flow capa-
city of 2,700 gpm for continuous flow, and a minimum flow capacity of 2,075
gpm for intermittent flow (Reference d)]. Continuous flow is defined as
more than two (2) hours of operation in a 24-hour priod. There is no manu-
facturer's recommended flow rate for less than intermittent flow; however,
Technical Bulletin No. 68 from Bingham-Willamette, the pump manufacturer,
states that lower minimum flow may be considered for certain applications.
The RHR and Core Spray pumps at Vermont Yankee employ, by design, relati-
vely small minimum flow lines. This is done to ensure a balance between
ensuring adequate minimum pump flow to preclude pump damage and providing
the smallest minimum flow path possible to minimize the effects of minimum
flow valve failure _on system safety function. The current minimum flow
capacity (Table 1) is considered adequate for the RHR and core spray pumps
for the following reasons:

a) The damage which may occur to the pumps while operating in the minimum
flow mode is a time-dependent phenomenon. While intermittent flow is
defined by the pump manufacturer as something less than 29,200 hours
of operation, the largest estimate of actual operation in the minimum
flow mode at Vermont Yankee, including the postulated (worst-case)
accident scenario, is 5 to 10 hours during the lifetime of the plant.
RHR and core spray testing procedures have specific cautions which
reduce the amount of time in the minimum flow mode during surveillance
testing,

b) The recent inspection of the Vermont Yankee RHR pumps (Reference d))
have indicated no pump impeller damage (due to minimum flow cr any
other adverse operating conditions) that could potentially degrade
pump performance over the inspection period. This provides evidence
that short-term operation in the minimum flow mode has little or no
impact on pump life.

To complete our evaluation, the pump vendor has been requested to evaluate
our current operating practices in conjuctio7 with the pump minimum flow
requirements. Additionally, the vendor has been requested to provide all
pertinent test data and specific field experience on pump damage during
minimum flow mode. When this evaluation is complete, Vermont Yankee will
provide the results of our evaluation in accordance with the long-term
corrective action schedule specified in our response to Action Item 5 which
will also incorporate vendor guidance as appropriate.

3.2 HPCI pr;d RCIC

At this time, the pump manufacturer has not recommended a minimum flow
capacity for the HPCI and RCIC systems. However, the current minimum flow

capacity (Table 1) is adequate for the HPCI and RCIC systems for the
following reason:

L -
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i The damage which may occur to the pumps while operating in the minimum
flow mode is a time-dependent phenomenon. Testing procedures do not
use the minimum flow mode during surveillance testing. The minimum
flow valve is open during pump startup, before the pump is'up to
speed, for less than 30 seconds. During system operation and standby
modes, the bypass valve is closed. Pump minimum flow is controlled by
the injection and full flow recirculation lines.

The pump vendors have been requested to evaluate our current operating _
practices in conjunction with the pump minimum flow requirements.
Additionally, the vendor has been requested to provide all pertinent test
data and specific field experience on pump damage during minimum flow mode.
When this evaluation.is complete, Vermont Yankee will provide the results
of our evaluation in accordance with the long-term corrective action sche-
dule specified in our response to Action Item 5 which will also incorporate
vendor guidance, as appropriate.

3.3 SLC, SW,'and RHR SW, RBCCW, Fuel Pool Coolino, Fuel Oil Transfer

The Standby Liquid Control System has a_ recirculation line flow capacity
equal to 100% design flow. Therefore, the SLC flow recirculation line is
adequate.

The Service Water System does not have a minimum flow recirculation line.
Service water operates continuously and pump flow is monitored by discharge
header pressure. As flow demand changes, pumps can be started and stopped
to maintain adequate pump ficw.

RHR service water is manually controlled. Procedures specify that the
discharge valve be initially opened to 50% prior to pump start and sub-
sequently manually adjusted to achieve rated flow. Therefore, operation at
low flow rates is not expected.

_

The reactor building closed cooling water (RBCCW) system does not have a
minimum flow recirculation line. The system is always operating at or near
design flow. Since each pump has a 100% capacity, only one pump is
operated at a time.

The fuel pool cooling system does not have a minimum recircula+ ion line.
Normally, only one pump is operated at a time, however, both pumps can be
run simultaneously. When operating, the system is always running at or
near design flow.

The fuel oil transfer pumps are positive displacement pumps in a fixed
resistance system. Because the pumps transfer fuel oil from tank to tank,
the recirculation line is not used.
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ITEM 4 Within 60 days-of. receipt of this bulletin, each licensee is to pro-
vide a written response that: a) summarizes the problems and the
system affected; b) identifies the short-term and long-term modifica-
tions to plant operating procedures or hardware that have been or are
being implemented to ensure safe plant operations; c) identifies an
appropriate schedule for long-term resolution of-this and/or other
significant problems that are identified as a result of this bulletin;
and d) provides justification for continued operation, particularly
with regard to General Design Criterion 35 of Appendix A to Title 10
of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR50), "Emergency Core
Cooling," and 10CFR50.46, "Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core
Cooling System for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

Response

a) The prob 1cm and systems affected have been summarized in Vermont Yankee's
responses to Items 1, 2, and 3 above.

b)/ The following chronology lists what action Vermont Yankeo has already
c) taken, ris well as what our current plans are to fully resolve the action

items of NRC Bulletin No. 88-04.

1. Letter from Bingham notifying Vermont Yankee of change in minimum flow
values for RHR pumps [ Reference d)], dated November 13, 1986.

2. PRO for RHR pumps generated, dated November 21, 1986, concluded that
no safety problem exists for Vermont Yankee.

3. PRO for core spray pumps generated, dated December 12, 1986, concluded
that no safety problem exists for Vermont Yankee.

4. Vermont Yankee notifies NRC in accordance with 10CFR21.21 (Reference
c)], dated March 20, 1987.

5. Caution statement added to appropriate procedures to alert the opera-
tors of the need to minimize minimum flow mode, 1987.

6. General Electric's report to Vermont Yankee evaluating the minimum
flow bypass capacity of the ECCS System [ Reference f)], dated May
1987. Concurs with Vermont Yankee's PRO evaluations that no safety
concern exists.

7. Brookhaven National Laboratory's report to USNRC evaluating Vermont
Yankee's RHR pump impeller (Reference e)], February 1988.

8. NRC issues Bulletin No. 88-04, "Potential Safety-Related Pump Loss,"
dated May 5, 1988.

I
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9. Expand minimum flow evaluation (as described in this letter) to
' include all safety-related pumps at Vermont Yankee.

10. Currently planned long-term resolution actions include:

a. Obtain updated pump vendor recommendations and evaluations.

b. Review procedures and incorporate vendor guidelines as
appropriate,

c. Flow interaction calculation for RHR minimum flow line using as-
built arrar.gement and certified pump curve data which will con-
sider ASME Code (Section XI, Paragraph IWP-3100).

d) Justification for Continued Operation

The tyo concerns of NRC Bulletin No. 88-04 are:

1. With two pumps sharing a common minimum recirculation line, one of the
pumps may be dead-headed resulting in pump damage or failure.

2. The minimum pump flows currently installed may be inadequate, which
may lead to pump damage or failure.

These concerns are addressed below. The responses provide the basis for
concluding that continued operation of Vermont Yankee is justified.

No dead-heading of pump, including restricting orifices located in each
pump's minimum flow line before the common recirculation line, should
preclude pump-to-pump interaction of any significance.

The minimum flow capacity for RHR and core spray at Vermont Yankee is ade-
-quate because the application for which the pumps will be used in the mini-
mum flow mode is small compared to the 29,200 hours defined as interr.dttent
operation. The detailed impeller inspection (Reference e)) upholds this, as
no deleterious effects from operating in minimum flow mode were found.
Also, testing conforming to ASME standards, which are part of the routine
surveillance, allows Vermont Yankee to detect any changes in pump perfor-
mance, which would then be corrected before pump degradation could occur.

For HPCI and RCIC, operating procedures do not use the minimum flow lin?
and surveillance testing does not involve minimum flow operation.

As stated in Reference f), pump damage attributable to minimum flow opera-
tion is not a significant contributor to total system unavailability com-
pared to other contributors (such as loss of emergency power, loss of
cooling, etc.). This is based on BWR operating history, which indicates no
occurrences of system ur: availability upon demand due to pump damage
incurred in minimum flow operation. Therefore, the assumption of random
single failure for the single design basis is judged to still be valid.
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ITEM 5 Within 30 days of completion of the long-term resolution actions, each
'

1.icensee must provide a written response describing the actions taken.

Response 5

As discussed in response to Item 4, Vermont Yankee's long-term resolution
actions include obtaining updated recommendations 1and evaluations from pump'ven-
dors,, reviewing procedures'and incorporating vendor guidance, as appropriate,
and to porform a flow calculation for RHR minimum flow lines to verify that no
adverse pump-to-pump interaction occurs.

Vermont Yankee herewith commits to submit a written response describing the-
long-term resolution actions taken in response to the bulletin (currently' sche-
duled for completion'by-September 1, 1988) within 30 days of their completion.

ITEM 6 An evaluation of each licensee's actions in response to this bulletin-
should be documented and maintained at the plant site for a minimum of
two (2) years. That evaluation should, as a minimum, address the
piping system configuration in accordance with Item 1, above, each of
the four factcrs discussed in Item 2, pertinent test data and field
experience on minimum flow operation, and verification of the adequacy
of current minimum flow capacity by the pump manufacturer.

,

Response

Vermont Yankee herewith commits to document and maintain at the plant site,
for a minimum of two (2) years, an evaluation of the actions taken in response
to this bulletin.

/dm

o
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Estimated Common
Pump Design Minimum Minimum,

System Pumps Flow (apel Flow (op.n) Flow Line

RHR 2 Per Train 7,200 350 Yes
2 Trains:

Core Spray 1 Per Train 3,000 300 No
2 Trains

HPCI 1_ 4,250 450 No

RCIC 1- 400 50 No

SLC 2 41 41 Yes

SW 4 3,350 No Minir.um Flow No

RHR SW 2 Per Train 2,700 No Minimum Flow No
2 Trains

Fuel Pool 2 450 No Minimum Flow No
Cooling

RBCCW 2 2,200 No Minimum Flow No

Fuel Oil 2 8-7 No Minimum Flow No

NOTE: Vermont Yankee also has various small capacity safety-related auxi-
liary pumps that are skid mounted and supplied with other major plant
components (e.g, Emergency Diesel Generator fuel pumps and HPCI/RCIC
Lube Oil and gland seal condensate pumps). These pumps are not con-
sidered to be within the scope of NiiC Bulletin No. 88-04 since they
are provided for a specific application and their design is controlled
by the major component vendor.
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